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About This Game
* A cute blocky skin battle royale game with 8 millions registered players in China *
* Similar gameplay with fortnite and pubg, but more casual and easier to learn and enjoy. *
Mini Battlegrounds is a multiplayer last-man-standing battle royale full of adrenaline-packed combat! With simple controls, this
game is easy to pick up for new players, while maintaining a high skill cap to entertain the seasoned veterans of the genre.
Using an isometric view rather than the traditional first-person view that is so common to the genre adds a unique feel to the
game that separates it from its competitors, and adds a new layer of strategy and skill.
Join up to 50 other players in an abandoned town with one goal: survive. Gather armor, a plethora of weapons and other unique
boosts, and use them to slay your enemies. It's kill or be killed, and only one person will be left alive; you.
Mini Battlegrounds shakes the dynamic of the genre, being heavily optimized to combat cheating, where similar titles fail.
Whether you choose to be a casual player and focus on collecting rare skins and beautiful cosmetics, or a God on the
battlegrounds, skill reigns supreme, and you must forge your own destiny.

Features
Intuitive control, easy to learn yet hard to master
Vast amounts of weapons with more added frequently
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Fast games with meaningful rewards
No pay-to-win
Anti-Cheating optimization so true skill shines
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Title: Mini Battlegrounds
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Massively Multiplayer, Strategy
Developer:
IOA Games
Publisher:
IOA Games
Release Date: 20 Aug, 2018
a09c17d780
Minimum:
OS: Windows 7 service pack 1
Processor: 1.6+ Ghz Dual-Core CPU
Memory: 2 GB RAM
Graphics: Intel HD Graphics 5500, Nvidia GeForce 700M Series or better (512MB Video RAM required)
DirectX: Version 11
Storage: 512 MB available space

English,Simplified Chinese,Portuguese,Russian,Traditional Chinese,Turkish
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The ideal indie game. Great fun and a positive, active community, and can be played for hours or just five minutes at a time..
While graphically competent, it lacks polish in the gameplay department. Bottom line is: It isn't fun. The adventuring is boring
and often not very intuitive. The map system sucks since it shows things to do even though can't do anything there now. The HO
scenes are pretty standard, but there are some naming errors. A peacock isn't an ostrich. A clock isn't a watch. Hard to believe
the developer is from London. In the end the game is very forgettable. I just forwarded by hitting "Hint" all the time. And not
even the name makes sense.. I only played this visual novel for a couple of minutes. Not because the story is bad, it starts out
pretty good to be honest. But, there're just some serious grammar failures and some serious artwork errors.
I'll write a more complete review later, but at this moment I can't get myself to reading more of it and as such I do NOT
recommend it at this moment.
Alright, I booted the game again. (Almost a year later) and although the developers said that they would fix the translation
problem.., it's still a brutal mess. Most of the time I'm just so frustrated by trying to fix the mess I read on screen, it makes me
feel like I'm taking somekind of grammar test; "Detect the 15 failures in the small block of text." That's how bad it is. This
shouldn't even be released on Steam.. This game is pure pants. Its good. Just not at all what I thought it was. Please do extensive
research before making this purchase. :( I even went all out and bought the ultimate version. Honestly I'd love a refund but thats
not how this works. I feel it should be priced lower. Thanks.. Best game ever? Maybe.
Pros:
High precision challenges in 3D.
Cons:
There are moments where the player has to wait or walk without any challenge like a
stage where the player starts on a moving platform and it takes many seconds to get
to the first challenge, so repeating these moments on every attempt is annoying;
No map editor.
Rating: 9.8\/10; with a map editor it would be 9.9\/10.
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A quick and charming little puzzle game. It shouldn't take a huge amount of time to beat, depending on how good you are at
puzzles. The game doesn't have a lot of replay value, but it's a great experience while it lasts. The music is nice, the story is the
sort of mysterious, semi-metaphorical indie fair you see sometimes, but done well, and keeps you intrigued enough as you
progress. The art and gameplay is where this game shines, the puzzles are fun, and are always adding some fresh new quirk or
mechanic for you to figure out. The art is cute and captures a very fantastic, whimsical little world of its own.
It's not too easy, puzzle-wise. Some levels had me stuck for a little while. The last level in particular required me to open paint
and reverse engineer the puzzle. But nothing here is going to take you hours and hours to beat so long as you stick with it and
experiment.
Well worth it as a purchase!. At first I thought this was a cheap port from the gear VR and I would have had to use my head like
a Weeble wobble controlling the paddle but I was happily mistaken. Playing this game in room scale on the vive and using the
tracked motion controllers is truly how this game is meant to be played. This games shines on the Vive.
My only suggestion to the developer is to make the default paddle control the hand controllers so I don't have to squeeze the side
button to activate them. You can also back down the haptic feedback to occur only when a paddle makes contact with a ball..
Unfinished as f*ck, sadly can't get refunded because Valve is full of greedy pigs.. I saw the early version of this game released
at Revision 2015 as part of the games compo, and it captivated the entire audience. The whole hall was erupting with laughter as
players attempted to solve the puzzles. The next day I couldn't walk anywhere without seeing someone playing it, whether in the
main hall, down in the tunnel, or anywhere else.
In this game your task is to urinate "magic fixing fluid" into electric wires. Your controls are something akin to QWOP, with
individual control of the separate legs. Each level requires progressively more and more precision and speed. Feel like you want
a bigger challenge than the traditional modes? Try speedy mode! Still not satisfied? Try DRNK mode, where your controls are
drunk and German swear words are randomly shouted at you.
This game is hilarious fun. It's simple, well polished, and silly. My only minor complaint is that without an Xbox controller the
UI is a little awkward, since the control hints aren't translated for keyboard. Once you work them out (WASD for left leg,
up\/down\/left\/right for right leg, space = A, escape = B, C = cheat\/Y) it still plays great on the keyboard though.
If you like puzzle games that don't take themselves too seriously, or just want a laugh, buy it. At the listed price it's worth every
penny and more.. Recommended only on -50% or higher sale.
Not too bad, but it has its issues.
The gameplay is the usual driving around, driving around and picking powerups and completing missions.
It feels a little bit like Carmageddon, in terms of graphics and car behaviour, in both good and bad.
The car physics aren't exactly realistic but they are passable. Graphically the game is about 2003 level (game was released in
2009) so nothing really to write home about. Enemy AI is almosr braindead, with tendency to either follow the optimal driving
line, or suddenly make a 90 degree turn on a straight piece of road and smash into the wall, and turn back the way it came. The
player car seems to have about one gear which limites the car speed to a more manageable level (read: very slow.).
The opponent car performance is identical to yours so this makes chasing down enemies a challenge as the boost only gives you
a small speed boost which is barely noticeable. The few zombies waddle about slowly about, In the open world section, there are
some AI drone cars running around the tracks, you get pickups like boost fillups, damage amplifiers and repairs and collect
artifacts (money). The mission location is indicated by a blip on a map and a tall pillar with particle effects. Missions give
money and unlock more missions and car upgrades.
The missions are usual demolition pit races, protect an objective, solo checkpoint races or chasing down enemies trying to reach
the beforementioned points, and of course, normal races around a track. Some of these are timed, but fortunately it is possible
to retry them as much as you like. The races take place in main map so there is not too much variety to the gameplay.
But it is not a terrible game. Just a little barebones for €9.99.
I got this as a part of Humble Bundle so it didn't set me back much at all.. pretty good. This one was slightly different from the
first two. Of course it's the same follow waypoint to waypoint, oh this broke doing this, fix it then back to doin that mindless
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\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t. They did try to change things up this round though, being the last installment.
It is a bit shorter than the other two, and they switch up 2 weapons every game (game 2 was my fav with the minigun :D ). They
did somehow make this game E VEN EASIER by doing a few different things. Not a bad little story, and even though it's
completely predictable the entire way through, and it makes you hate not letting you just finish it by taking an extra 10 minutes
to do a run around route haha .... but, alright, wouldn't reccomend though.. This is really fun and the graphics look great. I've
payed for games that weren't this good and this is free.. A bigger spawnkill-fest than all CoDs combined.
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